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Abstrat 

Deoupling authorization logi from appliation logi al
lows appliations with fnegrain aess ontrol require
ments to be independent from a partiular aess on
trol poliy and from fators that are used in authoriza
tion deisions as well as aess ontrol models, no mat
ter how dynami those polies and fators are. It also 

enables elaborate and onsistent aess ontrol poliies 

aross heterogeneous systems. \e present design of a 

servie for resoure aess authorization in distributed 

systems. The servie enables to deouple authorization 

logi from appliation funtionality. Although the de
sribed servie is based on COREA tehnology, the de
sign approah an be suessfully used in any distribut
ed omputing environment. 

Introdution 

Traditional aess ontrol mehanisms [l] provide lim
ited apabilities for authorization deisions to be based 

on fators that are speif to the appliation domain. 

The omplexity of aess ontrol poliies in suh appli
ation domains as healthare requires exerising aess 

ontrol poliies that are more sophistiated and of fn
er granularity than the general ones used in seurity 

servies of suh distributed environments as COREA.1 

This omplexity leads appliation designers to emb e d 
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1 Common Objet Request Broker Arhiteture 

domainspeif authorization logi inside their applia
tions. Some even doument patterns of designing "ap
pliation seurity" [2]. 

COREA environment, inluding the COREA Seuri
ty Servie, provides a generalpurpose infrastruture for 

developing distributed objet systems in a broad range 

of speialized vertial domains. The COREA Seurity 

servie defnes the interfaes to a olletion of objets 

that provide a versatile set of servies for enforing a 

range of seurity poliies using diverse seurity meh
anisms. Some of these mehanisms require appliation 

systems to b e aware of seurity. Suh seurity models 

urrently require appliation system designers to imple
ment omplex aess ontrol deisions based on ontent 

and ontext of interations b  e  tween lient and target 

objets. 

Seurity requirements in suh a domain as health
are mandate domainspeif fators (e.g. relationship 

b  e  tween the user and the patient, emergeny ontex
t) to b e used in aess ontrol poliies. At the same 

time, ommonality of business domain tasks and seuri
ty requirements aross an enterprise omputing infras
truture requires exerising fnegrained aess ontrol 

poliies in a uniform and standard way. 

This paper desribes a COREAbased authoriza
tion servie, utilization of whih allows fnegrain 

appliationlevel aess ontrol in suh a way that the 

funtional design of appliation systems is separated 

from omplexity and idiosynrasies of partiular enter
prise aess ontrol poliies. \e s h o w h o w deoupling 

of the authorization logi from appliation logi an be 

done if the desribed authorization servie is used. In 

addition, our approah a l lo ws having a multipoliy au
thorization model, and it permits seurity administra
tors and appliation developers to maintain a lear sep
aration of responsibilities. 

The authorization servie is by no means a replae
ment or substitution of standard COREA Seurity s e r 
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vie [3]. In fat, the onrete design proposed in this pa
per assumes existene and takes advantage of COREA
ompliant seurity infrastruture. More over, our so
lution is of general value and it is appliable to any 

distributed omputing environment suh as Sun RPC, 

DCOM, DCE or Java. 

The design of the authorization servie provides a 

way to have any level of aess ontrol granularity, 

allows integration with existing authorization model
s and systems, and supports suh dynami attributes 

as patient-aregiver relationships using existing autho
rization models. To ahieve t h e s e benefts, our design 

requires appliationlevel enforement of authorization 

deisions and assumes agreement on semantis of re
soure names between the appliation developer and the 

owner. 

This paper shows that deoupling of authorization 

logi from appliation an be done without ompliat
ed interations between an appliation and the autho
rization servie and without signifant ommuniation 

overhead. Fators speif to the appliation domain an 

be supported by authorization systems using the tradi
tional aess matrix as an underlying implementation. 

The body of the work desribed in this paper has been 

served as a foundation of the reently voted speifation 

[4] of Resoure Aess Deision Faility from the Objet 

Management Group. The initial design was prototyped 

and the urrent design has been implemented. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the next 

setion provides an overview of COREA seurity m o d e l 

and desribes its aess ontrol model; Setion 3 dis
usses the problems that we address in this paper; the 

servie design is presented in Setion 4; pros and ons 

of the design are disussed in Setion 5; our approah i s 

ompared to related work in Setion 6; the implementa
tion status is reported in Setion 7; we draw onlusions 

and disuss future work in Setion 8. 

Overview of CORBA Aess 

Control Model 

COREA environment, inluding the COREA Seurity 

Servie, provides a generalpurpose infrastruture for 

developing and deploying distributed objetbased sys
tems in a broad range of speialized vertial domains. 

All entities in COREA omputing model are identifed 

with interfaes defned in the OMG Interfae Defni
tion Language (IDL). A COREA interfae is a olletion 

of three things: operations, attributes, and exeption
s. An implementation of a COREA interfae is alled 

a COREA objet.2 Objet funtionality is exposed to 

2 Hene, we use "CORBA objet" or just "objet" to mean 

"implementation of a CORBA interfae", where it does not ause 

other COREAbased appliations only through the or
responding interfaes. Objets have objet referenes 

by w h i  h they an be referened. An objet referene is 

a handle through whih one requests operations on the 

objet. 

COREA Seurity servie (CS) defnes interfaes to a 

olletion of objets for enforing a range of seurity 

poliies using diverse seurity mehanisms. It provides 

abstration from an underlying seurity tehnology so 

that COREAbased appliations ould be independen
t from the partiular seurity infrastruture provided 

by user enterprise omputing environment. Due to its 

general nature, CS is not tailored to any partiular a
ess ontrol model. Instead, it defnes a general meh
anism whih is supposed to b e adequate for the ma
jority of ases and ould be onfgured to support var
ious aess ontrol models. CS model omprises the 

following funtionalities visible to appliation develop
ers and seurity administrators: identifation and au
thentiation, authorization and aess ontrol, auditing, 

integrity and onfdentiality protetion, authentiation 

of lients and target objets, optional nonrepudiation, 

administration of seurity poliies and related informa
tion. 

One of the objetives of CS is to b e totally unob
trusive to appliation developers. Seurityunaware ob
jets should b e able to run seurely on a seure ORE 

without any ative i n volvement o n the site of applia
tion objets. In the meantime, it must be possible for 

seurityaware objets to exerise striter seurity poli
ies than the ones enfored by CS. In CS model, all 

objet invoations are mediated by the appropriate se
urity funtions in order to enfore various seurity poli
ies suh as aess ontrol. Those funtions are part of 

CS and are tightly integrated with the ORE beause 

all messages b e t ween COREA objets and lients are 

passed through the ORE. 

CS uses the notion of prinipal. "A prinipal is a 

human user or system entity that is registered in and 

authenti to the system" [3]. In translation to the tra
ditional seurity terminology, a prinipal is a subjet. 

CS manages aess ontrol poliies based on the seu
rity attributes of prinipals and attributes of objet
s as well as operations implemented by those objet
s. Objets that have ommon seurity requirements are 

grouped in seurity poliy domains. Aess ontrol poli
ies ontrol what prinipals an invoke what operations 

on what objets in the domain the poliies are defned 

on. Poliies an b e enfored either by t h e ORE or by 

the appliation. In the latter ase, suh an appliation is 

alled a seurity-aware appliation. Domains allow ap
pliation of aess ontrol poliies to seurityunaware 

onfusion. 
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objets without requiring hanges to their implementa
tions or interfaes. 

As it an b e seen in Figure ??, the lientside and 

targetside invoation aess poliy governs whether the 

lient an invoke the requested operation on the target 

objet on behalf of the urrent prinipal. This poliy 

is enfored by the ORE in ooperation with the seu
rity servie it uses for all (seurityaware and unaware) 

appliations. A lient m a y i n voke an operation on the 

target objet as speifed in the request only if this is 

allowed by the objet invoation aess poliy. 

A user uses a UserSponsor3 to authentiate to the CS 

environment. After the user is suessfully authentiat
ed, a new prinipal with loality onstrained Creden-
tials objet is reated. The information in Credentials 

onstitute the identity of the new prinipal whih initi
ates requests on COREA objets on behalf of the user. 

Prinipal authentiated seurity attributes are part of 

the information stored in Credentials objet. 

\e p r o vide an illustration of the following CS aess 

ontrol (AC) desription in Figure l. The onept of a 

user is absent f r o m C S A C model. Instead a prinipal 

represents the user ompletely. The notion of a ses
sion is indistinguishable from the notion of a prinipal. 

Thus multiple prinipals an at on behalf of a single us
er. They all potentially have diferent sets of redentials 

and therefore exist in CS as ompletely independent en
tities. Among other data, prinipal redentials ontain 

seurity attributes. Hereafter, we understand attribute 

to mean seurity attribute. From CS AC model p o i n t 

of view, a prinipal is nothing but an unordered ol
letion of authentiated attributes. All attributes are 

typed. Attribute types are partitioned into two fam
ilies: privilege attributes and identity attributes. The 

family of privilege attributes enumerates attribute types 

that identify prinipal privileges: aess identifer, pri
mary and seondary groups the prinipal is a memb e r 

of, learane, apabilities, et. Identity attributes, if 

present, provide additional information about the prin
ipal: audit id, aounting id, and nonrepudiation id, 

refeting the fat that a prinipal might have various 

identities used for diferent purposes. Prinipal reden
tials may ontain zero or more attributes of the same 

family or type.4 An example of seurity attributes as
signed to authentiated prinipals is provided in Table 

l. Due to the extensibility of the shema for defning 

seurity attributes, an implementation of CS an sup
port attribute types that are not defned by COREA 

Seurity standard. Although the normative p a r t o f C S 

3 A UserSponsor is an implementation artifat whih handles 

user authentiation proess. 

4 This rule applies to all attribute types inluding aess id, 

although it is hard to foresee a useful implementation of CS where 

a prinipal would have m ultiple or no aess identities. 

does not mandate the way attributes are managed, as
signment of suh attributes to users is meant to be done 

by user administrators. 

Prinipal Attributes 

p1 

a1 

p2 

a2 

, a6 

p3 

a2 

, a3 

p4 

a4 

, a5 

Table l: Seurity A ttributes Possessed by Authentiat
ed Prinipals 

All a prinipal does in the COREA omputational 

model is invoke operations on orresponding interfae 

implementations. Suh implementations are also alled 

objets. Every objet implements an interfae. In order 

to make a request one needs to know two things: ob
jet referene, whih uniquely identifes an objet, and 

operation name. COREA interfaes an inherit from 

other COREA interfaes via interfae inheritane. An 

operation name is unique for an interfae5 the objet is 

implementing. Thus, any operation is uniquely identi
fed by its name and by the name of the interfae it is 

defned in. In this paper, we use notation ik 

mn 

to refer 

to nth operation on k th interfae. 

There is a global6 set of rights (RequiredRights) for 

eah operation. This set, together with a ombinator 

(all or any rights), defnes what rights a prinipal has 

to have i n order to invoke the operation. Table 2 pro
vides an example of required rights for operations on 

three interfaes i1, i2 

, and i3 

. It is assumed that re
quired rights are defned and their semantis are pre
isely doumented by appliation developers who know 

the best what eah operation does. Depending on the 

aess poliy (DomainAessPoliy) enfored in a par
tiular AC poliy domain,7 a prinipal is granted difer
ent rights (GrantedRights) aording to what Seurity-
Attributes it has.8 Eah DomainAessPoliy defnes 

what rights are granted for what seurity attributes. 

An example of a mapping b e t ween prinipal privilege 

attributes and granted rights is provided in Table 3. 

The upper index of attributes speifes delegation s
tate (initiator or delegate) of the attribute. Seurity 

administrators are responsible for defning what rights 

5 Interfae inheritane in CORBA does not allow to inherit 

from interfaes with operations of the same type. This rule re-
solves the problem of operation name overloading. 

6 I.e. not dependent on a poliy domain in whih the objet is 

loated. 

7 In CORBA seurity model, a seurity poliy domain is just a 

olletion of objets. 

8 For the sake of brevity, we omit delegation state qualifer 

for granted rights. This does not hange the orretness of the 

disussion, as we s h o w below. 
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Figure l: COREA Aess Control Model 

Granted Rights implementation of get efetive rights ould be when the 

Domain set of rights granted to a prinipal is a union of right
d1 

d2 

s granted to every seurity attribute the prinipal has. 

r1 

r2 

For our examples, we will assume exatly this imple

 r1 

mentation of the operation. If we use our example of 

r2,r3 

 seurity attributes assigned to prinipals p1 

, p2 

, p3 

, and 

r3 

r1, 

r4 

p4 

(Table l), and the examples of required (Table 2) 

 r  2 r  3 

r2 r  3 r  4 

and granted (Table 3) rights, then Ta b l e 4 s h o ws what 

r6 

r1 

rights the prinipals are granted in eah domain. 

r1

Table 3: Granted Rights per Attribute 

are granted to what seurity attributes in what dele
gation state on domain per domain basis. \henever a 

prinipal attempts an operation invoation, prinipal's 

efetive rights are omputed via operation AessPol-
iy::get efetive rights.9 CS speifation purposeful
ly does not defne how the operation ombines rights 

granted through diferent privilege attribute entries in 

Table 3. The speifers let CS implementers to defne 

the operation internal behavior ([3, p. l22]). A simplest 

9 Regular ahing tehniques an be used by an implementation 

to avoid repetitive omputations. 

Prinipal Granted Rights 

Domains 

d1 

d2 

p1 

r1 

r2 

p2 

r6 

r1 

p3 

r2,r3 

r1 

p4 

r1 r  2 r  3 

r1 r  2 r  3 r  4 

Table 4: Granted Rights Per Prinipal 
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Operations Required Rights Combinator Meaning 

i1m1 

r1 

all Only a prinipal who is granted right r1an invoke the 

operation. 

i1m2 

r1, r2 

any Any prinipal who is granted either r1 

or r2 

right an in
voke the operation. 

i2m1 

r2, r3 

all Only a prinipal who is granted both r2and r3 

rights an 

invoke the operation. 

i2m2 

r2, r3, r4 

all Only a prinipal who is granted all r2  r 3  r 4 

rights an 

invoke the operation. 

i3m1 

r1, r2, r3, r4 

any Any prinipal who is granted either of r1  r 2  r 3  r 4 

rights 

an invoke the operation. 

Table 2: Required Rights Matrix 

3 Problem Desription 

This setion shows why there is a need in seurity
aware implementations of COREA objets to enfore 

their own aess ontrol poliies, as well as problems 

with embedding suh  o n trol into appliation systems. 

3.1	 Why appliation-level aess ontrol 

There are two main reasons for appliationlevel aess 

ontrol, namely the neessity in fnegrain aess on
trol and the need for authorization deisions based on 

fators that an be "known" only to the appliation. 

Finegrain aess ontrol is neessary beause some
times the sensitivity of the information aessed via the 

same operations10 of a COREA servie interfae difers. 

In healthare for instane, diferent parts of the patient 

medial reord have diferent levels of sensitivity. Ob
vious examples are patient name and HIVrelated test 

data. 

Another ruial reason for appliationlevel aess 

ontrol is the need in using appliation domainspeif 

fators in authorization deisions. Analyses made by 

one of the authors and disussed elsewhere [6], [7] re
veals the neessity of sophistiated aess ontrol poli
ies in healthare systems. They are due to the various 

legal and liability requirements imposed by state and 

federal legislation [8]. Ideally, authorization deisions in 

the healthare domain should be based on the following 

fators [9]: subjet aÆliation, subjet role, subjet loa
tion, aess time, and relationship between the subjet 

and the patient whose reords are to be aessed. 

Relationship is a good example of an authorization 

deision fator, whih is speif to the healthare ver
tial domain. Its value ideally should be derived from 

10 Operation is a synonym to method in OO terminology. We 

use it aording to the objet management model [5] from the 

OMG. 

the information sattered aross various linial, billing, 

and patient registration systems. Some types of rela
tionships that need to b e managed in the healthare 

ontext are: patient's primary are provider; admit
ting, attending, referring, or onsulting physiian of a 

partiular patient; part of the patient are team; health
are staf expliitly assigned to take are of the patien
t; patient's immediate family; patient's legal ounsel or 

guard; personal pastoral are provider. The relationship 

fator is very dynami and ideally it should be omputed 

dynamially every time a deision is made. \e expet 

that other vertial domains have similar requirements 

in aess ontrol poliies regulated by domainspeif 

fators that annot be modeled using groups, roles, or 

identities. 

3.2	 Problems with Authorization Logi 

Embedded in Appliation Systems 

Sine the appliation programmer understands the ap
pliation funtionality most intimately, building autho
rization logi into the appliation allows the appliation 

to ontrol aess at an arbitrary granularity level and 

to use authorization rules of an almost unlimited om
plexity. However, authorization logi oupled with ap
pliation logi produes serious onsequenes. Emb e d 
ding authorization logi into appliation systems aus
es problems that an be qualifed as software engineer
ing and information enterprise seurity administration. 

This paper disusses problems related to operation and 

administration of enterprise seurity. 

\ith authorization logi emb e d d e d into appliation 

systems, enterprise seurity administrators end up hav
ing to onfgure suh aess logi on an appliationby
appliation basis, whih brings tremendous administra
tive o verhead and highly inreases hanes of human er
ror. Eeause eah appliation system has its own aess 

ontrol model, whih is administrated via proprietary 
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interfaes, multiple inonsistent seurity authorization 

models oexist in the same information enterprise. It 

is diÆult to ensure onsisteny of authorization p o l i 
ies aross the enterprise. Most of the time, seurity 

administrators end up having no guarantee, whatsoev
er, that aess rules and, espeially,  hanges to them are 

onsistent aross all appliation systems as well as with 

required ompany poliies. In addition, an environment 

with mixed authorization and appliation logi merges 

an administrator's responsibilities with an appliation 

developer's responsibilities and vie versa. 

The approah p r e s e n ted in the next setion permits 

seurity administrators and appliation developers to 

maintain a lear separation of responsibilities, as well as 

to avoid most of the software engineering shortomings 

of embedding authorization logi in the appliation. 

4	 Resoure Aess Deision Ser-

vie 

In this setion, frst we desribe the sope of the autho
rization servie and the interations between the servie 

and appliation systems. Then, we desribe the design 

of the authorization servie. 

A s i t w as shown in Setion 2, the granularity o f C O R 
EA aess ontrol mehanisms is at the level of opera
tions on COREA objets. The authorization servie is 

to make authorization deisions for aess to those in
formation and omputational resoures by COREA ser
vies that are not frst lass COREA objets and their 

operations, as shown in Figure 2. Thus, the servie 
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Figure 2: Sope of the authorization servie 

omplements COREA seurity aess model. It relies 

on and uses COREA seurity e n vironment. 

4.1	 Interation Between Appliation 

Servie and Authorization Servie 

The main objetive of RAD is to deouple appliation
level authorization logi from appliation logi. Autho
rization logi is enapsulated into an authorization ser
vie external to the appliation, whih is traditionally 

part of an appliation program. A simplifed shema of 

interations among appliation lient, appliation ser
vie and an instane of authorization servie is depited 

in Figure 3. To perform an appliationlevel aess on
trol, an appliation requires an authorization deision 

from suh a servie and enfores that deision. Simple 

interfaes between the appliation and the authorization 

servie are used, where an appliation programmer only 

needs to make a single invoation on the authorization 

servie in order to obtain a deision. 

3. Reply to authorization request4. Reply to application request 

1. Application request 2. Authorization request 

Client Application 

Service 

Resource 
Access 

Decision 

Service 

Figure 3: Interations b e t ween lient, appliation sys
tem, and authorization servie. 

The sequene of the interation, illustrated by Figure 

3, is as follows: 

l. An appliation lient invokes an operation on the 

appliation servie (appliation, for short). 

2. \hile proessing the invoation, the appliation re
quires an authorization deision from the RAD. 

3. The RAD makes an authorization deision, whih 

is returned to the appliation. 

4. The appliation, after reeiving	 an authorization 

deision, enfores it. If aess was granted by t h e 

RAD, the appliation returns expeted results of 

the invoation. Otherwise, it either returns partial 

results or raises an exeption. 

An appliation obtains an authorization deision only 

from one instane of RAD. It is the ontrat b e t ween 

the appliation and its enterprise environment to re
quest an authorization deision and to enfore it. Ee
fore we proeed with greater details on the design of 

an authorization servie, we will desribe syntaxes and 

semantis of a request for authorization deision. 

From RAD perspetive, any appliation requesting an 

authorization deision is an RAD lient. From now o n , 

we will use the term "RAD lient" to refer to any e n tity 
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of the distributed system that requested an authoriza
tion deision from an RAD. 

A nominal amount of data is passed between the ap
pliation and the authorization servie in order to make 

authorization deisions. \hen making a request for an 

authorization deision, an RAD lient passes the follow
ing three parameters: 

� a sequene of namevalue pairs representing a name 

of the resoure to be aessed on behalf of the lien
t, 

�	 name of aess operation (e.g. "reate", "read", 

"write", "use", "delete"), 

� authentiated seurity attributes of the subjet on 

behalf of whih the lient is requesting aess to the 

named resoure. 

Seurity attributes here are regular attributes of the ur
rent user session. The interesting parameters passed by 

RAD lient are the frst two: resoure name and aess 

type. They are desribed below. 

\e introdue an abstration alled "proteted re
soure name" or just "resoure name." Resoure name 

is used to abstrat appliationdependent semantis and 

syntaxes of entities under appliationlevel aess on
trol. A resoure name an be assoiated with any v alu
able asset of an appliation owner, whih is aessed by 

a lient on b e h a l f of a subjet using it, and aess to 

whih is to be ontrolled aording to the owner's inter
ests. For example, eletroni patient medial and billing 

reords in a hospital are usually its valuable assets. The 

hospital administration is interested in ontrolling a
ess to the reords due to various legal, fnanial and 

other reasons. Therefore, the hospital administration 

onsiders suh reords as proteted resoures. More
over, diferent information in those reords ount a s d i f 
ferent resoures. Examples of diferent resoures an be 

reords from diferent visits or episodes for one patient. 

At the same time, a resoure name an b e assoiated 

with less tangible assets, suh as omputer system re
soures, inluding CPU time, fle desriptors, sokets, 

et. The RAD does not attempt to interpret semantis 

of the resoure name. \e will show in the disussion 

of the RAD design that it uses the resoure name on
ly to obtain additional seurity attributes and to look 

up a set of poliies that govern aess to the resoure 

assoiated by an appliation system with the resoure 

name. 

Aess operation abstrats semantis of aess to re
soures assoiated with resoure names. An appliation 

may manipulate with patient reords on b e h a l f of dif
ferent aregivers, or may provide diferent hierarhies 

of menus to diferent t e  hniians of the hospital lab. In 

either ase, it is up to the appliation system develop
ers and the enterprise seurity administrators to agree 

on semantis of the operation name used for eah a
ess. The RAD does not interpret semantis of aess 

operation as it is shown in the desription of the RAD 

design. 

Eefore an appliation requests an instane of RAD for 

authorization deision, it is supposed to identify what 

the resoure name and the aess operation name are 

assoiated with serviing the lient request. There is not 

any partiular algorithm defned for performing suh a n 

assoiation. For every appliation, or at least for every 

appliation domain, the way of assoiating proteted 

entities with abstrat resoure names an be diferent. 

4.2 Design of the Servie 

RAD servie is omposed of the following objets11 : 

� AessDeisionObjet (ADO) reeives requests on 

authorization deisions from RAD lients. 

� Zero or more PoliyEvaluators provide evaluation 

deisions for those poliies that govern aess to 

the given resoure. If a poliy evaluator does 

not have any poliy assoiated with the given re
soure name, the evaluator returns a result mean
ing "don't know," therefore delegating the deision 

ombinator to apply its ombination poliy while 

ombining results from potentially several evalua
tors, depending on the ombinator onfguration. 

� PoliyEvaluatorLoator keeps trak of and provides 

referenes to potentially several poliy evaluators. 

�	 DynamiAttributeServie provides dynami at
tributes of the prinipal in the ontext of the in
tended aess operation on the given resoure as
soiated with the provided resoure name. 

�	 DeisionCombinator ombines results of the evalu
ations made by p o l i  y e v aluators into a fnal dei
sion by resolving evaluation onfits and applying 

ombination poliies. 

Figure 4 shows the interation among the parts of the 

authorization servie. One the authorization servie 

reeived a request via the ADO interfae: 

l.	 ADO obtains objet referenes to those PoliyEval-
uators that are assoiated with the resoure name 

11 Sine in OMA a servie entity an implement m ultiple inter-
faes, and objets are nothing else but implementations of inter-
faes, we refer here to an objet to signify a partiular interfae 

implementation. An implementation of the authorization servie 

desribed here an implement a n y n umber of the speif inter-
faes in one entity of the CORBA environment. 
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Figure 4: Interation Diagram of the Authorization Servie Components 

in question and an objet referene for the Dei-
sionCombinator whih will ombine the deisions. 

2.	 ADO obtains dynami attributes of the prinipal in 

the ontext of the resoure name and the intended 

aess operation on it. 

3.	 ADO delegates an instane of DeisionCombinator 

for polling PoliyEvaluators (seleted in step l) 

4. A DeisionCombinator obtains deisions from Pol-
iyEvaluators and ombines them aording to the 

ombination poliy. 

5. The deision is returned to ADO. 

6. The ADO returns the deision to the appliation. 

4.3 Dynami Seurity Attributes 

One of the signifant p o i n ts of the design is handling 

the fators speif to the appliation domain in the 

manner neutral to their semantis. All suh fators are 

handled as dynami12 attributes. They are obtained 

from the enterprise environment via speialized dynam
i attribute servies. An authorization servie does not 

interat with suh servies diretly. It delegates the 

generi dynami attribute servie to ollet all dynam
i attributes from speialized servies. The semanti 

of a partiular appliation domain (patient - aregiver 

relationship) an b e expressed in the form of dynam
i attributes. This allows utilization of already existing 

12 As opposed to regular privilege attributes of the subjet, 

whih w e all "stati attributes" here. 

authorization mehanisms suh as the traditional aess 

matrix [l0]. 

Dynami attributes are those attributes that express 

properties of a prinipal but are not administrated by 

seurity administrators. A user usually has dynami at
tributes due to the various ativities the user perform
s in the enterprise workfow. Dynami attributes are 

so alled beause their values usually hange more fre
quently than traditional user privilege attributes. Tra
ditional "stati" seurity attributes are used for desrib
ing relatively fxed properties of users and/or resoures. 

The values of stati attributes are typially set by s e  u 
rity administrators and are obtained by an appliation 

in an environment speif manner, e.g., from a prini
pal's redentials in ase of COREA environment. \hile 

the use of a dynami attribute in an aess deision is 

determined by a seurity administrator, the values of 

dynami attributes are usually set as part of normal 

proessing, i.e., dynami attribute values are usually 

part of information ontent not separately maintained 

seurity metadata. Consequently, dynami attribute 

values must be obtained at the time an aess deision 

is required. This is in ontrast to traditional "stati" 

privilege attributes whose values are usually obtained 

when a session is established. The values of dynami 

attributes may hange during a session as a result of 

normal workfow proessing. 

Consider the following example of a dynami seurity 

attribute. Physiian John Smith attends patient E . T h e 

physiian has an attribute speifying suh a relationship 

when prinipal with aess id=johnsmith (speaking for 

John Smith) is aessing resoures assoiated with med
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ial reords of patient E. This relationship attribute is 

an example of a dynami attribute in our model. It has 

the value "attending physiian" returned by a gener
i DAS only when John Smith aesses E's reords. 

The generi DAS obtains the value of this relationship 

attribute by onsulting a speialized DAS, whih has 

apabilities13 to ompute the value of relationship at
tribute. \hen John Smith is aessing resoures not 

assoiated with any patient, this dynami attribute of 

type relationship is not returned by the orresponding 

speialized DAS and onsequently it is not returned by 

generi DAS. 

4.4 Poliy Evaluators 

Another signifant design element is enapsulation of 

authorization poliies and their evaluators into sepa
rate entities in the omputational environment. Poliy 

evaluators an be onsidered either as distint author
ities eah representing a diferent set of authorization 

poliies, or they an be onsidered as poliy evaluation 

mahines eah supporting a partiular poliy language. 

Suh design insulates representation and interpretation 

of poliies from the authorization servie. It also al
lows adding and removing poliy evaluators dynamial
ly. Ey enapsulating the evaluation of those poliies in 

PoliyEvaluator objets, the design supports implemen
tation of arbitrary authorization poliies. 

4.5 Separation of Conerns 

Separation of onerns among various stakeholders14 

involved in the authorization proess enables ontrol of 

diferent fators in the authorization proess by appro
priate parties: 

Appliation developers deide what funtions of 

their appliation map into what aess operations. 

User administrators ontrol what users (or roles) are 

assigned what stati seurity attributes. 

Implementors of the authorization servies and oth
er third party v endors ontrol quality, performane 

and other properties of the authorization servie 

implementation. 

Work-fow administrators indiretly ontrol what 

dynami attributes are assigned to what users in 

the ontext of what resoures. 

13 For instane, by looking at the orresponding felds of B's 

patient reord whih  o n tains a list of B's attending physiians. 

14 Appliation developers, enterprise seurity administrators, 

authorization servie developers. 

Seurity administrators administrate what aess 

ontrol poliies govern what aess to what named 

resoures. 

5 Disussion 

Our solution has the following advantages: 

Simpliity: Simple interfaes between the appliation 

and the authorization servie are used. An appli
ation programmer is required to make a single in
voation on the authorization servie in order to 

obtain a deision. All required information is repre
sented by s u  h simple strutures as resoure names, 

operation names, and prinipal seurity attributes. 

A nominal amount of data is passed b e t ween the 

appliation and the Authorization Servie in order 

to make authorization deisions. 

The programming model of the Authorization Ser
vie desribed by Algorithm ?? is simple. The pro
gramming omplexity of making authorization de
isions for an individual p o l i  y is enapsulated in 

PoliyEvaluatorLoator, DynamiAttributeServie, 

and PoliyEvaluator objets. Thus, simple poliies 

allow overall simpliity of the model. The om
plexity inreases only by i n troduing omplex type
s of authorization poliies and sophistiated spe-
ialized DynamiAttributeServies. PoliyEvalua-
torLoator an be as simple as an implementation 

of relational table indexed by resoure name. 

Generality: Due to the design, the authorization ser
vie an be utilized in various appliation domains. 

It introdues the notion of resoure name, whih 

in its turn allows arbitrary granularity of proteted 

resoures. The appliation system deides, depend
ing on the appliation domain, how small the unit 

of aess ontrol is. The resoure name, prinipal 

seurity attributes as well as request dynami at
tributes, and the intended operation name should 

ommuniate any semanti information that an be 

used for applying reasonable15authorization poli
ies. The design supports arbitrary authorization 

poliies by enapsulating the evaluation of those 

poliies in PoliyEvaluator objets. 

Flexibility: Due to the use of COREA infrastruture 

with objet implementation loation transpareny 

and its servies suh as Naming and Trader, the 

proposed design enables implementations adapt
able to hanges in authorization poliies and their 

types as well as in the workfow of the user orga
nization via replaement of PoliyEvaluators and 
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speialized DynamiAttributeServies. New Poli- 6 Related Work 

yEvaluators an b e registered with the PoliyE-
valuatorLoator and new speialized DynamiAt-
tributeServies an be registered with the Dynam-
iAttributeServie objet or obtained via COREA 

Naming or Trader servies. The semanti of a par
tiular appliation domain (patient-aregiver rela
tionship) an be expressed in the form of dynami 

attributes. This allows utilization of already ex
isting authorization mehanisms suh as the tradi
tional aess matrix. Separation of onerns among 

various stakeholders involved in the authorization 

proess enables ontrol of diferent fators in the 

authorization proess by appropriate parties. 

\e an see the following outstanding issues with the 

proposed approah: 

� It is not lear whether it is possible to abstrat 

all proteted resoures into resoure names. The 

proposed solution requires suh abstration. 

� Mathing in dynami attribute semantis between 

poliy evaluators and speialized dynami attribute 

servies has to be maintained. 

� One of the ways to redue performane penalties 

of obtaining a deision from an authorization ser
vie is to oloate an appliation system and an 

authorization servie. Simple oloation inreas
es the number of authorization servie instanes to 

administrate. On the other hand, an optimum ad
ministration solution would be suh that it requires 

to administrate only one instane of administra
tion interfaes. Current design of the authorization 

servie does not provide ways to have a single set 

of administration objets and multiple instanes of 

authorization servies. 

There are also implementation issues that have to b e 

addressed in order to develop an eÆient and salable 

implementation. One of them is proper parallelization 

in order to avoid bottleneks. The bakend data needed 

by P oliyEvaluators and DASs ould beome a bottle
nek in aessing authorization servie, when multiple 

ADO lients onsult instanes of ADOs. This ould de
rease salability of the system. Regular ahing and 

repliation tehniques should be suÆient for maintain
ing system salability. 

15 We do not defne here what poliies fall in the sope of reason-
able ones. We think it is the subjet of separate researh, whih 

we desribe in Setion 8. 

The ideas of disretionary aess ontrol (DAC) model 

proposed by Lampson in [l0] has led to the onept of a 

referene monitor outlined by Anderson in [ll]. \hen 

an appliation enfores its own aess ontrol poliies, a 

referene monitor is embedded in the appliation. Our 

authorization framework allows externalization of a ref
erene monitor from an appliation without losing the 

apability for an appliation to defne its own spae of 

proteted resoures and its semantis. 

Abadi et al. [l2] and Lampson et al [l3] developed 

a unifed theory of authentiation and aess ontrol in 

distributed systems. Pratial implementations refet
ing some results of the theory have been implemented in 

seurity arhitetures of suh distributed environments 

as DCE [l4], DCOM, and COREA [3]. Our work sug
gests an authorization framework for implementing mul
tiple fnegrain and workfowdependent aess ontrol 

poliies in appliation systems developed for suh e n vi
ronments. Even though we p r e s e n t a onrete solution 

that uses COREA seurity infrastruture, the underly
ing shema should b e implementable for DCE and D
COM, beause the only requirement for the underlying 

seurity infrastruture is the apability of an appliation 

to query the infrastruture for the prinipal seurity at
tributes of the lient. 

Multipoliy authorization paradigms and frame
works have been proposed by a numb e r of researh 

projets ([l5], [l6], [l7], [l8]). They use an objet 

method in Argos [l7] or a database table reord in [l8] 

as the fnest level of aess ontrol deisions. In our ap
proah, the authorization deision is obtained after the 

method on the objet is invoked. Hene, an appliation 

an exerise aess ontrol of any granularity level by 

assoiating a resoure name with proteted elements of 

any size and semantis. One referene monitor (sup
porting a partiular poliy) per request is used in Argos 

to evaluate requested aess. Due to introdution of 

multiple evaluators and a ombinator, we provide ways 

for more than one poliy (of diferent t ypes), as in Eerti
no et al. [l8], to govern authorization deisions for the 

same request. Eertino and Jajodia in [l8] defne an ex
pliit authorization model with onfit resolution and 

overriding rules. Suh rules have to b e implemented 

by a partiular instane of deision ombinator in our 

framework. This is left as future work for our frame
work. 

The proposed onept of dynami attribute servie 

gives enough fexibility i n u s i n g e n terprisespeif fa
tors to support all impliit aess rights that Argos does 

as well as PICASSO's [l9] patientspeif roles of the 

prinipal and other types of aess rights. Our approah 

allows Argos and PICASSO poliy engines to be used as 
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one of the poliy evaluators in the authorization servie 

desribed here. This would b e similar, although not 

exatly the same, to what Johnsher and Ditrih sug
gest in [l7] when they write that "Argos an b e used 

as an aess ontrol servie for any appliation that is 

onneted to the orresponding objet request broker." 

7 Implementation Status 

A prototype of the frst version of the authorization ser
vie design has been implemented by 2AE, In. and is 

available at http://www.omg.org/dos/orbamed/99
0ll9.zip. It inludes the implementation of the au
thorization servie with interfaes as defned in [20], 

a poliy administration system neessary to allow re
soures and poliies to be defned, and a lient program 

to test sample poliies. A funtioning prototype of the 

design outlined in this paper and speifed in details in 

[4] has been implemented at the Center for Advaned 

Distributed Systems Engineering (CADSE)16 of Florida 

International University. 

8 Conlusions 

In this paper we presented an approah in deou
pling authorization logi from appliation logi for those 

COREAbased appliation systems, whih resort to 

appliationlevel aess ontrol in order to ahieve f n e 

granularity of protetion or to use fators speif to the 

appliation domain in authorization deisions, or both. 

\e desribed the design of an authorization servie that 

allows any l e v el of aess ontrol granularity, applying 

authorization poliies of diferent t ypes and from difer
ent authorities, as well as providing appliation domain
speif fators for evaluating suh poliies. 

The following two results are the main ontributions 

of the paper: 

� Deoupling aess ontrol from appliations an be 

done without ompliated interfaes and without 

sending muh information b e t ween an appliation 

and the authorization servie. 

� Dynami attributes, suh as the patient-aregiver 

relationship, an be supported using a traditional 

aess matrix as an underlying implementation. 

The body of the work desribed in this paper has been 

served as a foundation of the reently voted speifation 

[4] of Resoure Aess Deision Faility from the Objet 

Management Group. 

16 http://adse.s.fu.edu 

\e plan to show w h a t types of poliies an be sup
ported by the proposed design efetively, t o d e v elop a 

more preise speifation of the authorization servie, 

and to obtain experimental data on performane and 

salability of the desribed solution. 
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